ISSUE:

Studying big cities provides us a lot of exclusive information about a society.
THE CONTENT:

OUTLINE :
BIG STORY:
... رﺷﺗﮫ و، ﺻﻧﻌت،ﮐﺷور
WHAT< WHY< HOW<HOW(CONSEQUENCE)
1.

big story based content INCLUDING
ADMISSION
ASSUMPTION
DEFINITION
STEP BACK
DIFFERENT SITUATION AND THEIR EXAMPLES
DISCUSSION WITH TWO POSSIBILITIES
AND THERI EXAMPLES
CONSEQUENCES FOR EACH SOLUTION
QUALIFICATION(REJECTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES)

THESIS:

E.J BASED development :
necessity, necessity, discussion
necessity: [problem: solution]:
why financial centers are important:
why they reveal economic structures,
how they should be studied in big cities?:
why not book can be read

ASSUMPTION:
ADMISSION:
(cities are developed tradition while tradition are old ideas people in big cities are open and
show their modern world view to outsiders

DEFINITION:
Important characters of nation : pioneering entrepreneur, spirit, traditions,
science advances, business, art, culture

Health care issues such health care facilites, costs , insurance systems can be studied only in big cities
since big hopitals, great doctors are working in big cities
big businesses are located in big cities as well.

society is a group of people with history, belief, traditions, moral values. or
society is dynamic intangible entity with historic evolution
:
evolution analysis is needed for comprehensive analysis: big cities reveal the changing
capability of a society to adapt to world changes:
:
EXP: Moscow : shopping malls, skyscrappers such as other cosmopolitans
undesratnding motivating forcaes of change change is important: cities : evolution with
accelerating pace
dynamism analysis need undestanding of of forces of change , globalization,
intermingling cutlure and foreign influences EXP cities of india refelct the
cosmopolitanism of this society
and burgeoning industrilization
, ethnic diversity, melting pot: different people with different culture live in big cities: help to
understand the melting pot of us EXP : N.Y in east & L.A in eas thave WASP ,arican american,
asian american and hispanics:EXP the absorbtion of foreign studnets to us economy,the
influence of different origins group in us politics
Different language , home styles, way of life gathered in big cities :EXP: capital cities in states are
representative of dffernet cutltures of their province: learn about them.

work ethic and pioneering spirit: peculiar areas: silicon valley: Bill Gates, Google founder
while gold bullion traders in N.Y made money through speculative maneuvers

desire for liberty born in revolutionary war : not cities but politician, lawyers and solders who
fight for freedom.
east: rural are populous and representative for anthropological studies, west: cities are. society
is network of people, big cities are more representative of people in west : their decided
characteristics, way of life, business

culture consisit of art , knowledge beleifs, morals costumes, traditions, litreture, scienceart ,
knowledge and siceince should be studied in cities galleries, instituion and universities
are located in big cities

ONE STEP BACK:
EXMAPLES FOR DIFFERENT SITUATION
DISCUSSION OF two SITUATION(NECESSITY, PROBLEM AND
SOLUTION + EXAMPLES
rural area political and economical seclusion from foreign influnce
preservation of original traditions: no need to global realtion : have theri own

business, culture values: pure image of society:EXP :russina young in big
cities dance with western while in rural dance with chastushka there are
important aspects that are not in cities: rural areas are reflection the costumes
and traditions better: it is preserved there: less modernized, less
industrialized EXP : indian rural area how festivals and family life is formed
respect to elders

,origins are important: misleading evolution in big cities
society is people living together but mega cities are internationally:
life deviation
old and moral vaues are important, cities in east are not represntative,70
percent of Indian society live in rural area, festivals, temple, historical
buildings are in rural areas, but cities are cosmopolitan with acquired
culture of west remotely close to theri native culture.
CONSEQUENCES FOR EACH SOLUTION

QUALIFICATION:

REJECTION THESIS:
cities are necessary but not sufficient: one sided view politically, economically. culturally
other areas are more religiousEXP: Christian fundamentalism, more
homogeneous.
ALTERNATIVE THESIS
and it is necessary to study rural areas since
spirit and world view : frontiers: where civilization encroach on wilderness
such as farmers who live off the land
life conditinon of people is important: structural analysis : age-pyramids, distribution, gender,
family size, culture and its peculiarities: health care sustem, infant mortality
EXP: Kenya & Germany.
WRITTEN IDIOM:

To understand the most important characteristics of a society, one must
study its major cities.
Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the statement and
explain your reasoning for the position you take. In developing and supporting your position, you should
consider ways in which the statement might or might not hold true and explain how these
considerations shape your position.
Society consists of people, their relations and ideas exposing to change and evolution resulting the
whole society to be susceptible to change and evolution. Therefore, understanding this dynamism
shows us the very nature of any society.
Big cities are where this change is happening since the motivating forces of change such as intermingling
cultures, globalization and foreign influences are only at work in big cities.
In Indian big cities such as Mumbai, there are plenty of foreign companies like Google, Apple or Siemens,
and residents with different nationalities.
By studying the socio-economic linkages of these companies and people to Indian society, the new
burgeoning industrialization of Indian society and cosmopolitanism of Indian culture are revealed.
As a result, all these effects can just be studied by socio-economic studies in big cities rather than
studying rural areas where their communicative and economic seclusion inhibit changing forces to act.

Comment [M15]:
prove the importance of changing forces for
societies` studies : as the main idea
Comment [M16]: abstract reasoning for the
relation of big cities and changing forces

Comment [M17]: examples shows the previous
reasoning details

Comment [M18]: this generalization should be
made to clarify the specific matter that the example
state about the world.
Comment [M19]: wrap up sentence

